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Presentation Notes
1. Not recommended with reservation.  LSD is only good to use as your initial t-test before correction, as it uses the MSe from the omnibus.  It is not to be used as a comparison procedure alone.  Student-Newman-Keuls has no business being used.  As they both have been recommended against for so long, the first thing I think of when I see anyone using LSD or SNK is that they didn’t get what they wanted so they use these to fish for significance. Scheffe I only include because it is typically too conservative.  There is nothing wrong with the test other than that and that it would probably be used incorrectly to test all comparisons.
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Presentation Notes
1. I can’t think of good reasons for why the ratio is lopsided so strongly in favor of post hocs.  I can think of a couple bad ones.
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Presentation Notes
1The thinking was that if the overall H0 is true, it will control for type I error for the t-test comparisons as they would only even be be conducted e.g. 5/100 times if H0 is trueIt turns out not to control for familywise error when the null is not completely false. E.g. FW type I error will increase if the overall F was significant just due to one pairwise comparison.  And of course, a large sample itself could lead to a significant F, large enough and we’re almost assured of reaching stage 2.Gist: although more statistical power, it is no longer recommended and hasn’t been for decades.
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Presentation Notes
1. Given how many methods and theories are slightly modified by those who came after, I find it a bit odd that Ryan’s procedure explicitly shares the name with others while the vast majority do not.
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Presentation Notes
1. In this case we’re talking about power, though note that with small samples G-H will probably be more conservative.
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Presentation Notes
1. Do not miss the nice summary table Howell provides regarding the comparison of the different procedures typically used.
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Presentation Notes
Note how we are ordering observed p-values to maintain familywise alpha at a constant.  Again, observed p-values and type I error are not the same probability nor the same thing conceptually.  One is p(D|H0), the other is p(reject H0|H0 is true). However to correct α is the same thing as adjusting the p-value by the same amount, or widening the CI for the difference between means by that amount.  As a result, some programs will report specific adjusted p-values, others only p-values for non-significant difference with alpha implicitly having been correctedAs an example:alpha = .05  corrected = .01   (.05/5)observed p-value .005  corrected = .025  (.005*5)CI for the difference reflects the alpha as it always has, so in this case we’d increase the 95%CI for the difference between means to 99%
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Presentation Notes
1. Yes, this is the same Hochberg from before.
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Presentation Notes
1. Alternative approach using the multtest packagelibrary(multtest)#Procedures to be usedprocs=c("Bonferroni","Holm","Hochberg","SidakSS","SidakSD","BH","BY")#Original p-valuesrawp=c(.009, .015, .029, .05, .08, .21)#final function to do comparisons using the raw ps and specific adjustments*mt.rawp2adjp(rawp,procs)For the plot, 1 = raw, 2 Bonferroni and so on*alternatively, you could have done  in one linemt.rawp2adjp(c(.009, .015, .029, .05, .08, .21), c("Bonferroni","Holm","Hochberg","SidakSS","SidakSD","BH","BY"))

http://www.unt.edu/benchmarks/archives/2002/april02/rss.htm
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Presentation Notes
1. As noted later, depending on the package it may reported as an F with 1 df.
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